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Operationalizing the JDCCP

FORCE11 Data Citation Implementation group recommendations:

• identifier schemes
• identifier resolution behavior
• required metadata elements
• best practices for realizing programmatic machine actionability of cited data
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Multivariate ordination methods allow useful lower dimensional projections in the presence of phylogenetic information or multidomain data as shown in an example combining metabolites, OTU abundances.

Supervised learning methods provide lists of the most relevant taxa in discriminating between groups.

Bacterial communities can be represented as co-occurrence graphs using network based plotting procedures available in R. We have also provided examples where these graphs can be used to test community structure through non parametric permutation resampling. This provides implementations of the Friedman Rafsky tests for microbiome data which have not been published previously.
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Widespread Genetic Incompatibilities between First-Step Mutations during Parallel Adaptation of Saccharomyces...

Files in this package
Content in the Dryad Digital Repository is offered "as is." By downloading files, you agree to the Dryad Terms of Service. To the extent possible under law, the authors have waived all copyright and related or neighboring rights to this data.

Title: Data package about incompatibilities between adaptive mutations in yeast
Description: This package contains files and scripts related to the publication "Widespread Genetic Incompatibilities Between First-Step Mutations During Parallel Adaptation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae to a Common Environment". Raw data and analyses are included.
Download: DryadSubmission.zip (1.618 Mb)
Download: README.txt (33.14 Kb)
Data/software-literature links
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Deposit links - how?

standard content registration process: *no workflow changes*
Method 1: Bibliographic references

Dataset citation structure: [Author(s), Year, Dataset Title, Data repository or archive, Version, Global Persistent Identifier]

• Authors cite dataset or software in the reference section.
• Publishers deposit references to Crossref when registering content.
• Crossref checks every reference deposited for a DOI. If DOI is DataCite’s, we make the link.
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60 references total - which one(s) is/are for data?
Method 2: Relation type

Insert link into article metadata as part of standard content registration process. This includes:

• description of dataset or software (optional)
• dataset or software identifier
• identifier type
• relationship type: <references>* or <isSupplementedBy>**

* Dataset produced by a different set of researchers or previously published
** Dataset generated as part of research results
Data-literature links
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  - publishers
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Data-literature links propagate to:
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- Funders
- Institutions
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- Research councils
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- Patent offices
- Indexing services
- Publishing vendors
- Peer review systems
- Reference manager systems
- Lab & diagnostics suppliers
- Info mgmt systems
- Educational tools
- Data analytics systems
- Literature discovery services
- PID providers, registration agencies
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